
During the spring of 2014, I was lucky enough to see these two exceptional and large plants of Dendrobium 
speciosum  var.  hillii grown superbly by a friend, Angelo Federici who is a member of Cumberland Orchid 
Circle.                                                                     
          

 
Large hilliis are not that uncommon as many can be seen in Sydney front yards during Spring – usually under or 
on trees. However, both of Angelo’s plants, while divisions of the same original plant, were anything but 
common. 
What was unusual with both plants was that many of the flowering canes (or more correctly pseudobulbs – 
bulbs for short) had 5 or 6 flowering spikes, or the more correct term – inflorescences. Yes 5 or 6 
inflorescences per bulb. The more common occurrence is 2 or 3 per bulb – but seldom more than 3 per bulb.  
After seeing Angelo’s amazing plants, I asked a number of experienced speciosum growers to determine if 5 
and 6 inflorescences per bulb were indeed uncommon. A number had seen 4 per bulb but all agreed that 5 or 

6 were indeed rare.    
 

So, how many flowers were on this plant in August 2014? Not surprisingly, Angelo didn’t count every flower.  
Together we estimated there were 135 flowers per raceme on average. With a definite 98 racemes, the count 
comes to some 13,230 – give or take a few!!  As the second plant was of similar size and also had 5 or 6 
inflorescences on many of the bulbs there were probably over 25,000 flowers in total!! 
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Angelo divided each plant after flowering in 2014. This was obviously necessary as both plants had outgrown 
their large pots. The resulting 2 larger divisions have again grown into large specimen plants during the last 2 
years.  By August 2016, most flowering bulbs had only 2 inflorescences with a couple of bulbs with 3 
inflorescences. However, one of the bulbs had 4 inflorescences as shown below – quite amazing in only the 
second year from dividing. It will be interesting if both plants return to a larger number of 5 or 6 inflorescences 
per bulb in 2017.    
 

 
 
Will the reasons for 5 or 6 inflorescences per bulb ever be known?  Was it the plant, or weather conditions or 
Angelo’s magical cultural prowess? Angelo advises – “Nothing magical .....  just normal and natural feeding, 
as any other orchid or plant, once a month or thereabouts, of a blend of liquid fertiliser – blood and bone 
and chicken manure – well cured – and very weak – and Bob’s  your Uncle.” 
 
There may well be a few growers who would love a division of these exceptional plants. However you will have 
to line up after me as I am twisting Angelo’s arm to get a bit every time I see him.  

- Graeme Russell  
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